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Q1:- Chose the correct answer for the followings
1- 10Base-FX Ethernet standard use ______________as transmission media.
(a) UTP
(b) Thin Coaxial cable
(c) Thick Coaxial cable
2- The main function of Medium Access Control (MAC) Layer is:
(a) Assemble and
(b) Perform address
(c) transmission of
disassemble data
recognition and
link level PDUs
into frames
error detection and
between stations
Govern Access to
LAN

6 points
(d) Optical Fiber
(d) Provide interface to
higher layer and
control flow and error
detection

3- The _________ field in IPv4 header indicates that this is not the last fragment:
(a) Data unit
(b) Data Length
(c) Offset
(d) More bit
Identification
4- The Access mechanism used in wireless networks is:
(a) CSMA
(b) CSMA/CD
(c) ALOHA

(d) 1-Persistant
CSMA

5- The physical and logical Topologies of HUB are:(a) Physical Bus ,
(b) Physical Bus ,
(c) Physical Star ,
Logical Bus
Logical star
Logical Bus

(d) Physical Star ,
Logical Star

6- The mapping from IP address to MAC address can be done using :
(a) ICMP protocol
(b) ARP protocol
(c) IP protocol

(d) LLC protocol

Q2:- in wireless network standard IEEE 802.11 explain the use of Interframe Spacing
(IFS) waiting time.

1 points

Q3: In Ethernet IEEE 802.3 standard Explain the function of PAD field In MAC frame
format

1 point

Q4:- given the following network Address, divide the network to 4 sub networks and find
the subnet mask and network address and broadcast address for each sub network.
IP: 191.0.0.0

5 points

Q5:- Explain the operation of CSMA/CD used in Ethernet Standard IEEE 802.3

2 points

Q6:- in IEEE 802.11Wireless Network standard, a four-frame exchange of data can be
used to enhance reliability of communication, explain this operation.

2 points

Q7:- what is the deference between Store-and-Forward and Cut-Through Switches and
what is the advantages and disadvantages of both.

3 points
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